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Abstract
Aims: T his study aimed to assess how perceived stigma and severity of health
issues are associated with the acceptability for a health consultation source: i) a
chatbot, ii) a General Practitioner (GP) or iii) a GP-chatbot combination. Methods:
Between May and June 2019, an online study, advertised via Facebook, was
completed by a convenience sample of 237 participants from the UK. T he design
was an online factorial simulation experiment with three within-subject factors
(health issue stigma, health issue severity and consultation source) and six betweensubject covariates resulting in 12 conditions where participants rated acceptability of
each consultation source for each health condition. Both research questions were
analysed with a single mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA). Results: More
severe health issues decreased the acceptability for chatbots as a consultation
source F(2, 372) = 118.14, p < .001, partial η2 = 0.388, while more stigmatised health
issues increased the acceptability for chatbots as a consultation source F(2, 372) =
12.99, p < .001, partial η2 = 0.65. T here was no significant association between
participants’ characteristics and acceptability of consultation sources. Conclusions:
Chatbots may be more acceptable for consultations regarding more stigmatised
health and less acceptable for conditions of higher perceived severity.

Definitions
Acceptability
Defined by Mandeep Sekhon

Chatbots
Defined by Adam Palanica

1.

Introduction
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Chatbots are programmes designed to simulate human conversation via text or speech
(Palanica, Flaschner, T hommandram, Li, & Fossat, 2019). Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be
implemented in the form of chatbots to triage or diagnose a patient’s health issues (Yu,
Beam, & Kohane, 2018). However, little is known about acceptability of chatbots to
patients. A variety of factors may influence this acceptability, including perceived stigma
and severity of the presenting symptoms. T his study examined whether perceived
stigma and severity of various health issues influenced chatbot acceptability as a
consultation source compared to a General Practitioner (GP) and a GP-chatbot
combination. It also assessed whether participant characteristics influenced chatbot
acceptability.

1.1 B enef its of chatbots
One example of a chatbot is the Babylon “GP at Hand” (GP at Hand) service. T his
incorporates chatbot functionality to triage patient’s health issues and direct them to
relevant modes of care (Armstrong, 2018). A study by Razzaki et al., compared the
diagnoses of health conditions by doctors and the ‘GP at Hand’ service. T his chatbot was
able to diagnose the conditions with accuracy comparable to human doctors. A recent
report by the (Hammersmith and Fulham Clinical Commissioning Group, 2018) concluded
that the GP at Hand service is able to address barriers to health equality experienced by
people in conventional GP settings – such as an ease of access to primary healthcare for
those with reduced mobility. As a result, chatbots are receiving increasing attention as a
technology that can benefit and innovate healthcare systems (Garg, Williams, Ip, &
Dicker, 2018; Hamet & T remblay, 2017; He et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2017; Vaidyam,
Wisniewski, Halamka, Kashavan, & T orous, 2019).

1.2 Acceptability
Acceptability of healthcare interventions is defined as the extent to which people
delivering or receiving the intervention consider it to be appropriate based on anticipated
or experiential cognitive and emotional responses to the intervention (Sekhon,
Cartwright, & Francis, 2017). Using this theoretical framework, acceptability is assumed
to encompass all motivational factors that influence a person’s intention to use a chatbot
for health issue diagnosis. T his includes both reflective (e.g. intention) and automatic
motivational (e.g. emotional responses) processes that influence a person’s usage
behaviour (Michie, van Stralen, & West, 2011). Hence, acceptability has implications for
actual behavioural usage of the technology.

1.3 Perception of chatbots f or health issue diag nosis
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In healthcare, chatbots that are implemented as diagnostic consultation sources can be
presented with a wide variety of health issues by users. It is unlikely that people will be as
accepting of being diagnosed by a chatbot for health issues, especially health issues that
are severe. For severe health issues, chatbot acceptability may be lower due to a number
of concerns. First of all, the issue of chatbot responsibility and liability (Luxton, 2016;
Meskó, 2017; Vaidyam et al., 2019) – who takes the blame if the chatbot misdiagnoses
someone? Secondly, chatbot competence – are chatbots competent enough to
diagnose humans correctly? (Luxton, 2016; Nadarzynski, Miles, Cowie, & Ridge, 2019;
Palanica et al., 2019); and, thirdly, patient safety (Luxton, 2016) – are chatbots adhering
to patient safety protocols and standards?

In the case of stigmatised health issues, research has found that people are more willing
to disclose sensitive health information to chatbots in comparison to health
professionals (Lucas, Gratch, King, & Morency, 2014; Lucas et al., 2017). Nadarzynski et
al. (2019) demonstrated that chatbot acceptability may be higher for stigmatised health
issues as they offer greater anonymity. Users may be more accepting of a diagnosis
from a chatbot for more stigmatised health issues than severe health issues.

2.

Research objectives

Due to the accessibility of chatbots it is likely that there will be many different user
demographics utilising the services. Although there has been little research into
acceptability, research has found that attitudes and usage of technology are influenced
by factors such as prior chatbot and confidence in chatbot knowledge (Laumer, Maier, &
Gubler, 2019), age (Nadarzynski et al., 2019), gender, educational level and average time
spent on the internet each week (Kontos, Blake, Chou, & Prestin, 2014). Fadhil (2018)
suggested a way to mitigate the acceptance of chatbots as a consultation source is to
utilise a GP-chatbot combination. T his is where chatbots triage patients and manage
minor health issues, while GPs could deal with more serious health issues and have their
diagnoses validated by AI.

T he current study addresses the following research questions:

1. Does the perceived severity of a presenting condition reduce the acceptability of use
of a chatbot or a chatbot-GP combination for an initial consultation compared with a
GP?
2. Does the perceived stigma of a presenting condition increase the acceptability of use
of a chatbot or a chatbot-GP combination for an initial consultation compared with a
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GP?
3. T o what extent do participant characteristics influence acceptability of chatbot, chatbot-GP combination versus GP?

3. M ethodolog y
T he study was an online factorial simulation experiment design with three within-subject
factors and six between-subject covariates. T he within-subject factors were the stigma
and the severity of the health issue and the consultation source. T he between-subject
covariates were prior chatbot knowledge, confidence of chatbot knowledge, average
internet usage, age, gender and education level. T he outcome variable was chatbot
acceptability. T he study protocol and analysis plan were pre-registered on the Open
Science Framework (https://osf.io/szgma/). Approval was granted by the ethics
committee of University College London, UK (14917/001).

3.1 Participants and recruitment
Due to cost and practical reasons, all adults with an access to the Internet, as potential
users of chatbots, living in the UK, were invited to participate. Between May 2019 to June
2019, potential participants were recruited through Facebook advertisement with a link to
an online survey. T he incentive was a 10 pence donation to charity per participant upon
study completion. T here were no specific exclusion criteria.

3.2 M easures
T he outcome measure, acceptability for each consultation source, was based on the
acceptability framework proposed by Sekhon et al. (2017) and was operationalised as a
proxy measure ‘willingness’. Participants were presented with the statement 'I would be
willing to use this option to find out what is wrong and recommend treatment' and were
asked to rate their willingness to use each of the three consultation sources on a 5-point
Likert scale (ranging from 1 = 'not very willing at all'; to 5 = 'very willing') for each
presented health issue. Scores under 3 were interpreted as a less acceptable rating by
participants, while scores over 3 were interpreted as a more acceptable rating by
participants.
Prior chatbot knowledge was measured by asking participants 'Have you used a chatbot
before? Unsure (coded 0), yes (i), no (ii)'. While confidence in chatbot knowledge was
measured by asking participants 'Do you feel confident that you know what a chatbot is?'
T his was rated on a 5-point Likert-scale by participants ranging from 1 = 'Not very
confident at all' to 5 = 'very confident'.
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Internet usage was measured using questions adapted from the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) ICT Access and Usage by Households
and Individuals questionnaire (OECD, 2015). While, demographic questions measuring
age, gender, and educational attainment were adapted from the Government Statistical
Service (GSS) educational attainment and national harmonised demographic
questionnaires (GSS, 2004, 2017).

3. Experimental conditions
T he three experimental factors were: i) health issue stigma (more/ less), ii) health issue
severity (high/ low) and iii) consultation source (chatbot, GP, GP-chatbot combination).
T his resulted in 12 conditions: 1) less stigmatised, low severity, chatbot; 2) less
stigmatised, low severity, GP; 3) less stigmatised, low severity, GP-chatbot combination;
4) more stigmatised, low severity, chatbot; 5) more stigmatised, low severity, GP; 6)
more stigmatised, low severity, GP-chatbot combination; 7) less stigmatised, high
severity, chatbot; 8) less stigmatised, high severity, GP; 9) less stigmatised, high severity,
GP-chatbot combination; 10) more stigmatised, high severity, chatbot; 11) more
stigmatised, high severity, GP; 12) more stigmatised, high severity, GP-chatbot
combination.

T he participants were presented with three health issues for each high/less stigmatised
or high/low severity condition. T hey were asked to rate their acceptability of each of the
three consultation sources for each experimental factor. In total, participants were asked
to complete 36 acceptability ratings (three for each condition) and were blinded to the
predicted stigma or severity of the health issue. T his was to mitigate for the possibility
that the presented health issue’s stigma or severity may be interpreted differently.

T he health issues were identified and selected via a pilot study consisting of 37
participants using convenience sampling. Participants rated their perceived stigma and
severity of 40 health issues, identified from the NHS's Health A to Z directory (NHS,
2019), on a five-point Likert scale (1 = low perceived sigma/ severity, 5 = high perceived
stigma or severity). As per consensus from the research team, mean scores under two
were rated as low perceived stigma or severity and mean scores over 3.5 were rated as
high perceived sigma or severity.

3.4 Procedure
Patients were presented with the information page and asked to consent to the survey.
Participants were then asked about their knowledge of chatbots and were presented with
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a video and text transcript describing a chatbot (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WRcCSUQJasw) to maximise engagement. Once participants had rated their
confidence in chatbot knowledge, they were presented with the 12 health issues and
asked to indicate the consultation source acceptability accordingly. Participants were
then asked remaining demographic and behavioural questions.

3.5 Statistical analyses
T he means (M) and standard errors (SE) of acceptability ratings for chatbot, GP and GPchatbot combination were calculated for all categories of participants where
comparisons were being made.

Both research questions were addressed together in a single mixed-model analysis of
variance (ANOVA). T he model included all main effects and all 2-way interactions
involving consultation source. It also included the 3-way interaction between apparent
stigma, severity and consultation source. Acceptability scores over 3 were interpreted as
more acceptable ratings of consultations scores, while scores under 3 were interpreted
as less acceptable ratings of consultation source.

4 . Results
A total of 237 participants completed the study (T able 1). T he majority of the sample
were female (73.4%,), aged over 45 years old (65.0%,), and educated with a degree or
higher (54.9%). Most participants had no prior knowledge of chatbots (59.5%) but were
confident that they knew what a chatbot was once the concept was explained to them
(70.9%). Overall GPs were reported as the most acceptable consultation source, followed
by a chatbot-GP combination and then chatbot (T able 2).
T he interaction between the severity of the health issues and acceptability of the
different consultation sources were found to be significant (T able 2). GPs and the GPchatbot combination were found to be more acceptable than chatbots for more severe
health issues but not the less severe ones.

T here was a significant interaction between the level of stigma of the health issue and
the acceptability of the different consultation sources. T he greater acceptability for GPs
over chatbots was attenuated in the high stigma conditions (T able 2).
T here was a significant three-way interaction between the stigma, the severity of the
health issue and the acceptability of the different consultation sources (T able 2). T he
differences between the different sources were only evidence in the high severity
conditions. In the low severity conditions, there was no clear evidence that participants
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had a preference.

None of the participant characteristics significantly influenced the acceptability ratings
(T able 3).

5. Discussion
T he results showed that for health conditions with low perceived severity chatbots, GPs
or chatbot-GP combinations were judged to be approximately equally acceptable.
However, for conditions of high perceived severity GPs were judged more acceptable
than a chatbot-GP combination which was judged more acceptable that chatbots alone,
with this difference between attenuated in conditions with high stigma. T here was no
clear evidence that participant characteristics influenced acceptability ratings.

5.1 Participant acceptability of chatbots with severe health issues
As expected, participants were less accepting of using a chatbot to diagnose high
severity health issues. T his may be a consequence of factors such as responsibility and
liability (Luxton, 2016; Meskó, 2017; Vaidyam et al., 2019), chatbot competence (Luxton,
2016; Nadarzynski et al., 2019; Palanica et al., 2019), and patient safety (Luxton, 2016)
discussed previously. It is possible that people may just want to deal with health
professionals at time of distress.

5.2 Participant acceptability of chatbots with stig matised health issues
More stigmatised heath issues were found to increase how accepting a person is of
using a chatbot as a consultation source if the severity of the health issue is low. T his
finding complements existing research into chatbots and stigmatised health issues
(Cameron et al., 2017; Lucas et al., 2014) and provides evidence that chatbots may be a
viable method of consultation for more stigmatised health issues. However, considering
that acceptance of chatbots as a consultation source is low for more stigmatised/high
severity health issues, it is apparent that severity of a health issue is a more important
determinant of acceptability than stigma.

5.3 Participant acceptability of a GP- chatbot combination
As argued by Fadhil (2018a), a GP-chatbot combination did increase the chatbot
acceptability. It is interesting that participants were not more accepting of a GP-chatbot
combination. One would expect that a GP-chatbot combination would be the most
acceptable consultation source as patients are receiving the same benefits as seeing a
GP about their health issues, with the added benefit of triage and validation by chatbots
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and AI. T he low acceptance scores could be explained by the negativity effect (Reeder &
Brewer, 1979); this is where negative attitudes are weighted more than positive attitudes
when forming an evaluation.

5.4 Implications of results
5.4 .1 Implications of results on previous and current research
T hese results build on existing evidence that the acceptability of chatbots in healthcare
(Grolleman, van Dijk, Nijholt, & van Emst, 2006; Laumer et al., 2019; Nadarzynski et al.,
2019) and triangulates the findings of the existing qualitative research into healthcare
chatbot acceptability by Laumer et al. (2019) and Nadarzynski et al. (2019). T he results
also inform the behaviour change discipline as acceptability can both be seen as an
influence on technology uptake behaviour and as a criterion for selecting delivery options
for a behaviour change intervention (Michie et al., 2011; Pereira & Díaz, 2019).

5.4 .2 Implications of results on theory development
During the undertaking of this study, the Acceptability Model for Conversational Agent
Disease Diagnosis was developed by Laumer et al. (2019). T his model was based upon
the Unified T heory of Acceptance and Use of technology for the consumer context
(UT AUT 2) (Venkatesh, T hong, & Xu, 2012) and was adapted to explain patients’ adoption
of chatbots in the private healthcare context using qualitative analysis. T he model
proposed 13 predictors of intention to voluntarily use a chatbot in healthcare which are
assumed as constructs of acceptability such as. Considering the results in this study, how
accepting people are of chatbots in healthcare is influenced by specific healthcare related
determinates such as the stigma and severity of health issues. Patients in the healthcare
context cannot be assumed to make voluntary decisions similarly to consumers –
regardless if the healthcare is private or public. Due to a specific health issue a person
may have, decision making to accept and utilise a chatbot in the healthcare context is
bounded in rationality (Simon, 1990) far more than a conventional decision-making
context. T he failure to account for specific healthcare related determinates of
acceptability is a significant limitation of the model proposed by Laumer et al. (2019).

5.4 .3 Implications of results on the healthcare industry
T his study has implications for the healthcare industry as the results increase the
understanding of where chatbots would be most acceptable for patients to use if
implemented. It is possible that there is a lack of acceptance of chatbots, particularly in
the UK, because there is a lack of a perceived need for the technology. Indeed, there is a
perception that chatbots will replace humans in jobs and increase unemployment (Meskó,
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2017). By implementing chatbots into areas where they are more likely to be accepted,
for example as consultation source for more stigmatised or less severe health issues. As
more people use and accept chatbots in these areas, it may inadvertently increase
acceptance as people start to perceive the need for the technology (Rogers, 1962).

5.5 Limitations
T he study had several limitations. As this study was advertised online, people who use
the internet regularly are more likely to be exposed to the study advert. Consequently,
the population may have resulted in a more technology accepting population
participating in the study due to self-selection bias. Secondly, the amount of excluded
cases equated to almost 1/3 of the total participants. T herefore, there is a risk of bias
due to this missing data (assuming it is not missing-at-random). T herefore, reducing the
population validity of the study. T his may explain why there was insufficient evidence to
conclude that participant characteristics influenced the acceptability ratings of the
different consultation sources.
Regarding the study’s measures, the self-report of willingness is not real-life behaviour
enactment. Willingness is a measure of intention; there is a well-established gap between
an intention to do a behaviour an actual behaviour enactment (Bhattacherjee & Sanford,
2009; Sheeran & Webb, 2016). T his study’s results may not provide an accurate
representation of how acceptability influences a person’s usage of a chatbot in
healthcare. T his limitation exists due to a lack of a valid measure of acceptability.

T his was a simulation study; the conditions participants undertook were not real
situations, therefore implicating the predictive validity of these results. If a person has or
has experienced a specific health issue, they may be more/less accepting of using a
chatbot as a consultation source than if they imagine the health issue. T he health issues
used in this study may not be accurate representations of more/less stigmatised or high/
low severity health issues. Hence, the face validity of this experiment may be reduced.
For example, those that have health anxiety perceive health issues with greater severity
(NHS, 2017). T his study may have found different acceptability ratings with different
health issues.

5.6 Sug g estions f or f uture research
Considering the discussion, future theoretical development needs to consider how
specific health issues influence the acceptability of chatbots for disease diagnosis. For
example, the decision to accept a chatbot for diagnosis may be influenced by factors
such as the urgency for diagnosis, the person’s wellbeing and how the individual feels
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about their symptoms. Once factors like this are considered, then a more comprehensive
model of chatbot acceptability in healthcare can be developed.

Considering the limitations, future research must prioritise the development of a valid
measure of acceptability for chatbots in healthcare to increase the validity of any future
findings. Studies looking into how health issues influence acceptability must be
undertaken with a broader sample, including different participants, and a broader set of
health issues to assess if they influence acceptance levels of chatbots in healthcare.

6. Conclusion
In a simulation experiment of acceptability of chatbots for healthcare consultations, their
acceptability relative to GP consultations was reduced for symptoms with high judged
severity and increased for ones with higher judged stigma. Acceptability did not appear to
be influenced by participant demographic characteristics or experience with chatbots.
Overall, this study has broadened the understanding of the acceptability of chatbots in
healthcare, moving insight from a general overview to how specific health issues
influence the acceptability of chatbots as consultation sources. T his has implications for
where chatbots are best implemented into healthcare and for understanding the
motivations behind chatbot use in healthcare. Future research needs to focus on more
specific influences of the acceptability of chatbots in healthcare to develop a more
holistic understanding.
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Table 1 Sample characteristics
Participant Characteristic

Total of the sample (%)

Gender
Male

51 (21.5)

Female

174 (73.4)

Missing

12 (5.1)

Age
18-44

76 (32.1)

45+

154 (65)

Missing

7 (3)

Educational level
Anything else

99 (41.8)

Degree and above

130 (54.9)

Missing

8 (3.4)

Prior knowledge
No

141 (59.5)

Yes

75 (31.6)

Missing

21 (8.9)

Confidence in chatbot knowledge
Low confidence

68 (29.1)

High confidence

168 (70.9)

Missing

0 (0)

Internet use
Low usage
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Table 2 The interactions between chatbot acceptability, perceived symptom severity and stigma
Acceptability
Predictor

Health Issue

Consultation Source

F

p-value

33.85

<.001

188.14

<.001

12.99

<.001

16.47

<.001

Mean (SEM)
Info

Sev X Info

High Sev

Low Sev

Stig X Info

High Stig

Low Stig

Sev X Stig X Info

High Sev/ High Stig

High Sev/ Low stig
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GP

3.96 (0.08)

GP-Chatbot

3.43 (0.11)

Chatbot

3.08 (0.110

GP

4.42 (0.06)

GP-Chatbot

3.44 (0.12)

Chatbot

2.68 (0.12)

GP

3.51 (0.11)

GP-Chatbot

3.43 (0.11)

Chatbot

3.48 (0.12)

GP

3.85 (0.08)

GP-Chatbot

3.42 (0.11)

Chatbot

3.14 (0.12)

GP

4.08 (0.08)

GP-Chatbot

3.45 (0.12)

Chatbot

3.02 (0.11)

GP

4.20 (0.08)

GP-Chatbot

3.44 (0.12)

Chatbot

2.85 (0.13)

GP

4.65 (0.05)

GP-Chatbot

3.43 (0.13)

Chatbot

2.51 (0.13)
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Table 3 Participant characteristic rated acceptability
Participant Characteristic

Acceptability Mean (SEM)

Gender
Male

3.61 (0.12)

Female

3.38 (0.08)

Age
18-44

3.49 (0.12)

45+

3.50 (0.09)

Educational level
Anything else

3.38 (0.10)

Degree and above

3.60 (0.09)

Prior knowledge
No

3.57 (0.10)

Yes

3.41 (0.11)

Confidence in chatbot knowledge
Low confidence

3.42 (0.13)

High confidence

3.56 (0.74)

Internet use
Low usage

Ref erences

3.54 (0.10)

1.High
Armstrong,
S. (2018). T he apps attempting
usage
3.44 (0.09) to transfer NHS 111 online. BMJ, k156.
https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.k156

Note: SEM=Standard Error of the Mean

2. Bhattacherjee, A., & Sanford, C. (2009). T he intention–behaviour gap in technology
usage: T he moderating role of attitude strength. Behaviour & Information
T echnology, 28(4), 389–401. https://doi.org/10.1080/01449290802121230
3. Cameron, G., Cameron, D., Megaw, G., Bond, R., Mulvenna, M., O’Neill, S., … McT ear,
M. (2017, July 1). T owards a chatbot for digital counselling. Presented at the
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